Kawasaki ZX-14, ZZR-1400
World Sport Performance Seat WS-598/599
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Read complete instructions
before starting installation.
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Cowl Transition Pad
(part # SCP-0170)

Installation Instructions:

Read complete instructions
before starting installation.

Install the two Rubber Standoffs “S” (shown left),
included in the kit, into the back of the base pan
as shown. IMPORTANT: These standoffs MUST
be in place when installing the Transition Pad
onto the cowl, and must remain in place at all
times when cowl is being used. NOTE: The
Standoffs MUST be removed when installing
other rear accessories.
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Install the cowl and “test fit” the Transition Pad. NOTE:
To install the cowl onto the Sargent Base Pan, you must
use the 5mm hex bolts supplied and pre-installed in the
pan (not the stock screws). Now “Test Fit” the Transition
Pad to get a feel for its best positioning. Read steps 3
and 4 below and practice the installation technique a few
times before removing the double stick tape backing.

Be sure the cowl surface contact area is clean and dry.
Remove the double stick tape backing and carefully place the
pad into position, paying close attention to the center
alignment (as indicated by yellow dotted line (right).
VERY IMPORTANT: Start at the front edge (as indicated by
red line- right), keeping the entire front edge in contact with
the vinyl seat cover, all the way down to lower corners “A” as
indicated.
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While holding the front edge and corners
“A” in contact with upholstery, “rock” the
Transition Pad back to make full contact
with cowl. Press gently into place.
NOTE: It is possible carefully remove the
pad and make a subsequent attempts if
required, however, subsequent attempts
should be kept to a minimum to avoid
compromising the adhesive’s
effectiveness. Once satisfied with the
positioning, press firmly into place.
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